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OFFICE THEMEs
Contemporary is the ‘in-thing’ today. Everything is shifting towards the more stylish, the trendier and the 

more compact. 

Themes are abound and almost every 
little thing, now demands a bit shaking 
of brains to carve out something fancy 

about it. Talk about homes, and people twirl 
upside down deciding room based themes. Go 
to schools and you would find heads getting 
scratched as to how the rooms could be made 
to look more interesting. Even bathrooms are 
turning choosy about themes and tones. Why 
then, should offices lurk behind? Well, ideas are 
floating on the grey matter in abundance and 
pioneers in thematic offices have already started 
taking a few of these ideas from the grey part to 
the real world. 
Office themes are generally decided upon us-
ing criteria that differentiate that particular of-

Who says the lifeless can’t speak? Office themes, defining attitude

fice area from other offices and other areas. The 
criterion could be anything ranging from the 
nature of the profession, the notion that is sup-
posed to be imparted to clients and colleagues, 
the geographical location of the office or just 
something that would make the workplaces less 
of workstations and more of ‘do whatever you 
want using your brains’ kind of place. While 
ideas are torrenting in abundance about office 
themes around the globe, few renowned names 
have started drawing the fancy clicks onto archi-
tectural sheets.
Variety in office themes could be brought about 
using any aspect of area decoration. It could be 
the dominant color that has been put to use, the 
texture of the walls, the frames and wall hang-

ings used, the decorative installations in the 
room, the way furniture articles are arranged 
and even the shape of the building that is shel-
tering the office. The design says it all. The way 
an office area is created and groomed, defines the 
very stature of the business and its vision. While 
a shabbily kept work place or even a neat but 
dull area express the unenthusiastic nature of the 
people working there, a creative place, vibrating 
with colors and dollops of novelty eulogize the 
potential of the workforce and the broadness of 
the organization’s vision and goal. The conven-
tional ways of deciding on themes

Location based themes
Some organizations prefer to give the punch and 
excitement of being at a certain ‘spoken of ’ loca-
tion to their staff and clients. This actually makes 
working a thrilling and enticing experience. For 
such kind of theme to render out the most ap-
propriate aroma of the represented location, it is 
absolutely necessary that every aspect of interior 
designing runs in harmony with each other. This 
includes the color shades used, the kind of light-
ing, the way air circulates, the temperature main-
tained inside, the wall hangings, the plantations 
imbibed, the way furniture in induced in the 
room, the creativity put in designing furniture 
and even the dress code that the members in the 
room are allowed. An arctic theme, for example, 
can have igloo structured cabinets, artificially 
created ice, white colored carpet layer, air circu-
lation that could keep the room relatively cold, 
light conditions that prevent the office area from 
looking extremely bright, wall colors that depict 
the presence of serenity in the environment, 
practically everything would make a significant 
difference. Similarly, there are cave themes, des-
ert themes, ocean themes, volcano themes and 
many other such creative themes to go for. 

Profession based themes
These are the most preferred and most common-
ly used themes throughout the corporate sector. 
It is considered corporate quotient to maintain 
a standard professional look, peculiar to that 
particular business. For example the corporate 
office of an organization, that deals in beauty 
products typically features pink, red, violet or 
other feminine colored walls, floral decorations 
that are soft to eyes, furniture arrangements that 
invoke intimacy between the persons in conver-

sation, wall hangings that eulogize the definition 
of what the organization wants to be and people 
dressed up in a manner such that they enhance 
the very feel of the product. 

Green themes
Those organizations, that feel responsible to-
wards the nature, are the ones that would vote 
for these themes. Most green themes involve im-
bibing a fully green area, possibly a vertical plan-
tation on the wall, or a balcony garden or a living 
roof or just planters, placed at specific locations. 
But that does not complete the essence of green-
ness. It has to be complemented with other 
things like small instructions on visibly placed 
bulletin boards as to how energy should be used 
optimally, system that go in sync with the soul 
of the theme, water management systems that 
would further extend the green message, on the 
whole, the theme should be so effective, that it 
keeps a lasting impact on the people surrounded 
by it even when they go back to their homes after 
work.

Festive themes
This is another great criterion to go for in order 
to decide upon the theme that an office must 
take. Every nation and every culture celebrates 
some event or festival at some point of time in 
a year. This gives almost every corporate office 
an opportunity to grab these occasions and give 
a thrilling work environment to its staff and 
clients. Be it a carnival, or Christmas or just a 
historical remembrance related to the organiza-
tion, it can be just be brought inside the roofs 
by making the office interiors smell of festivity. 
This is generally done by changing wall papers, 
edge installations, introducing mascots and 

characters at visible areas, changing the music 
blues playing around, even by spicing up the 
menu cards with specific items can just turn the 
face of the office area astoundingly around and 
provide for an awesome environment to work 
in. Festive themes can actually work wonders in 
elevating the spirits of the workforce, commu-
nicating a sense of care and wellbeing for the 
staff members. 

The more creative ones
Apart from the above mentioned conventional 
criteria for deciding on themes, there are sev-
eral other creative ways to decide on the theme 
that a corporate office can embrace. Starting 
from the place, where the office would be lo-
cated, to the designing of the shape of the build-
ing, everything can be made just perfect to suit 
the theme. The best example of organization 
for creating out of the world climate for its staff 
to george on is Google. With awesome themes 
and ideas in the sac, the organization really 
leaves no stone unturned to give visual sensa-
tions and stimulations to its employees along 
with the homelike environment. The focus of 
the organization here is to encourage employ-
ees to stay in the workplace for as long as pos-
sible. With outdoor sitting areas, featuring bean 
bags instead of the conventional leather sofas, 
a play station, a game zone, a spacious eating 
area, and an almost playfully colored working 
place, the organization has done what could 
have been done in the best measures possible 
for its staff members to feel that their organiza-
tion cares for them. 

Festive themes office Profession based themes office
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Idea Zone

5  Stunning Office Interiors

Google, Zurich, Switzerland
This office is almost too futuristic to exist today. But 
it does exist with all sorts of odd things that are pre-
evolutionary in other organizations. A slide to con-
nect working floors with the cafeteria, bee-hives to 
ensure silent zones, play rooms to ensure productiv-
ity along with entertainment, igloos as small meet-
ing places, food within 10 meters of reach, outdoor 
meeting areas with colorful bean bags, fireman’s poles 
to ensure quick movement from one floor to another 
– these features and several others, are testimony to 
the huge efforts put in the setting up of an innovative 
office area by the organization.

Ogilvy and Mather, China
This is another example of how people can be kept in 
their highs by providing them a creative and catchy 
workplace to skid in. Built in a fair-ground theme, 
Ogilvy and Mather intends to knock the idea of be-
ing creative deep in the minds of its employees and 
clients. The pony ride installations, bright lightings, 
puppets standing at the door ways, all communicate 
the same message, ‘a creative firms that promises cre-
ativity in advertisements, needs to be creative at its 
own home’.

Vodafone, Portugal
This is an example of how just the shape of a build-
ing can influence the spirits of people working there. 
The building has been conceived out of the idea that 
a big meteor is fallen out of sky and landed on the 
Port ground. It is this theme that has enveloped the 
angular and triangular edges of the entire building. 
Simple, elegant and odd at the same time, this wonder 
has done a great job at grabbing its name among the 
best decorated offices in the world. 

Saatchi & Saatchi, Bangkok
Another example of an astoundingly thematic design 
inside an office structure – a mobile theme! The orga-
nization has made sure that in order to keep minds 
in motion, the entire office be set on wheels. With a 
mobile bus themed reception and bicycles scattered 
here and there, the office serves a colorful ground of 
fancy thinking and practical creativity.

Microsoft, Vienna
This office boasts of several conference rooms, each 
with a separate theme. While one represents an 
ocean, another takes you to the world of hunters. The 
common reception area again has a slide connecting 
two floors and the reception is geometrically themed, 
by placing cubical cushions in place of the conven-
tional sofa sets.


